SYLLABUS

STUDY of ATHLETIC GAME ACTIVITY

1. Identity Matakuliah Nama eye kuliah : Game Activity of Athletic
   Number Of SKS : 2 sks
   Semester : 1 ( one )
   Group of eye kuliah : MKDU JURUSAN/PROGRAM STUDI : ____ / MIPA STATUS eye kuliah
   Mandatory of Prasayarat : _ Name of dosen/asisten : Drs. Eka
   Nugraha, MKes..

2. Tujuan :

Having following this study, student can comprehend and has knowledge in hand mempraktikan
various skills of motion of dominance base merged into by athletic activity, based on didactic
principles or principalities and metodik in study of physical education in school area

3. Description of Content:

This kuliah eye studies about theory and practice of study of game activity of covering athletic:
( 1) motion concept in game of athletic and physical education, ( 2) game activity and garden model plays
at in athletic ( 3) Didactic and metodik game in activity of athletic activity, ( 4) practice of various
athletic garden activities.

4. Study Approach:

Method : Experiental, orients area, tactical approach in the form of
Practice of direct, assignation, discourse, question and answer, and resolving
problem
Duty : Game activity design in each event/nomor.
Media : Handing out, supporting facilities for infrastructure for study, modification auxiliaries.

5. Evaluation:

* Presence
* Duty
* Assesment portfolio

6. Detail of lecturing matter every meeting

Meeting 1 : Elementary concept and practice of game activity of barricade run and
run Sambung and problem.
Meeting 2 : Concept and practice of accuracy activity and speed at
garden throws.